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Abstract—In this paper, we present two techniques for speeding up character recognition. Our character
recognition system, including the candidate-cluster selection and modified branch-and-bound detail-matching
modules, is implemented using two statistical features: crossing-counts and contour-direction counts. In the
training stage, we divide characters into different clusters by using reference characters. To have a very high
recognition rate, the candidate-cluster selection module selects the top 60 clusters with minimal distances
from among 300 predefined clusters. To further speed-up the recognition speed, we use a modified
branch-and-bound algorithm in the detail-matching module. In the automatic document reading system,
characters and punctuation marks are first extracted from printed document images and sorted according
to their positions and the document orientation. The system then recognizes all printed Chinese characters
between pairs of punctuation marks. The results are then spoken aloud by a speech-synthesis system. The
character recognition system and the text-to-speech synthesis system are integrated in the Windows-based
document reading system, which provides a user-friendly environment. ( 1998 Pattern Recognition
Society. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved
Crossing-count features
Contour-direction features
Branch-and-bound method
Text-to-speech technique

1. INTRODUCTION

Techniques used for optical character recognition
(OCR)(1,2) can be roughly grouped into two main
categories: statistical methods and structural
methods. Structural methods represent characters as
compositions of structural units, usually called primitives. Techniques such as relaxation, and dynamic
programming are applied to match input characters
with all reference character models. Statistical
methods usually consider characters as whole 2-D
patterns, and extract sets of gray-scale-based features
from them. A classifier is then used to match features
extracted from the input patterns with features of all
trained reference character models. Since the statistical features are usually highly dimensional and the
number of characters is very large, the matching process takes considerable computation time. In this
paper, a two-stage recognition system consisting of
a candidate-cluster selection module and a modified
branch-and-bound detail-matching module is proposed for speeding up character recognition.
Many methods, such as clustering and candidate
selection, were used in different recognition engines to
speed-up character matching. The clustering approach divided sample characters into several clusters
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and found the most possible results from the cluster
that the input character fell in. The candidate selection approach pruned those characters having large
matching distances and found the final one from the
remaining candidates. Zhang et al.(3) proposed a clustering algorithm that minimized a cost metric. This
algorithm can escape from local minima in clustering
problems with large numbers of classes, a common
hazard in conventional clustering methods. Tung
et al.(4) introduced a multi-stage candidate selection
module to speed-up the character recognition system.
They extracted six statistical features and ordered
them according to the reduction capability of each
feature. The candidate selection used these features
one by one to reduce the number of remaining
candidate characters. We propose a new candidatecluster selection module that divides 5401 Chinese
characters into N clusters and selects n possible clusters for each input character. Characters in these selected clusters are recognized further by the detailmatching module.
A branch-and-bound algorithm is a tree search
algorithm with hierarchical decomposition of
a sample set of known patterns. The methods in
references (5) and (6) focused on the decomposition of
the sample set and design of rules for discarding less
relevant nodes. In our modified branch-and-bound
detail-matching module, we use feature stability to
rearrange features and accumulated distances to reorder matching order. Feature decomposition and
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node discarding were not significant in our detailmatching module.
Shuhi et al.(7) proposed a fast algorithm for the
minimum distance classifier. Their algorithm omitted
redundant calculations according to Karhunen—¸oeve
expansion. In the training stage, they found all eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors from the
variance—covariance matrix. The first k eigenvectors
were used to transfer the first k feature dimensions
of all prototypes z into the corresponding
i
Karhunen—Loeve coefficients z@ , i"1, 2 , n and
ij
j"1, 2 , k. In the recognition stage, the first k feature
dimensions of an input pattern x were transferred into
x@ , j"1, 2 , k, and the prototypes were sorted in the
j
order of the distance Dx@ !z@ D. The accumulative
1
i1
distance d(k)(x, z )"J + k (x@ !z@N )2 of the first
ij
Ni
j/1 j
k feature dimensions were calculated and the prototype z were omitted if d(k)(x, z )(the current minNi
Ni
imum distance
dcm . Otherwise, the
complete distance
d(x, z )"J + n (x@ !z@N )2 was computed and
ij
Ni
j/1 j
compared
with d .
cm
It is not easy to compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors from a high-dimensional matrix. In order to
identify the more significant features, our modified
branch-and-bound detail-matching module uses standard deviations, instead of the Karhunen—Loeve coefficients to rearrange all feature values of reference
characters in the training phase. In the recognition
phase, we first rearrange features extracted from input
images according to the same sequence used in reference characters. To reduce the frequency of comparison between the accumulated distance and the upper
bound, we check accumulated distances for every
K features using the branch-and-bound algorithm.
A document image is generally composed of text
blocks, graphic blocks and image blocks. Techniques
for document analysis have been studied for many
years.(8,9) In our automatic document-reading system,
we assume that the input documents consist solely of
text. Characters are first extracted from the document
image by finding connected components and adjusted
by applying component merging rules. The extracted
characters are then used to determine the orientation
of the document. We next obtain the arrangement
order of characters from their positions, and the recognition engine recognizes those extracted characters
in turn.
Among currently available communication media
between humans and computers, speech is very natural and friendly. An automatic text-to-speech technique is used to generate fluent synthetic sounds
based on input text. A text-to-speech system(10) will be
very helpful in enabling blind persons to ‘‘read’’ documents. Hence, in this paper, we present a system that
combines Chinese character recognition techniques
and text-to-speech conversion in an automatic document-reading system.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes features extracted from Chinese
character images for use by our OCR system. Section

3 explains the character recognition system and the
methods for speeding it up. Section 4 describes the
flow and modules of the automatic document reading
system, which consists of a character extraction process and a text-to-speech conversion module. Section 5 reports experimental results. Section 6 gives our
concluding remarks.

2. EXTRACTION OF STATISTICAL FEATURES

In order to build a robust OCR system, we must
extract significant features that tolerate variations
among samples of the same character and differentiate
variations among samples in different characters. We
have evaluated some statistical features proposed in
the literature: stroke count features,(11) contour-pixel
count features,(12) contour-direction features,(13) Oka’s
cellular features,(14) peripheral background area
features,(12) crossig-count features,(12) and projection
features,(15) and selected two from among them to
implement our OCR system.
After performance evaluation, the two features
we selected are the crossing-count feature (CCF)
and contour-direction feature (CDF0 ). In order to
accommodate handwriting variations, a 2-D character image is first segmented non-uniformly into
8 strips in both the horizontal and vertical directions.
These strips have the same numbers of black pixels,
as shown in Fig. 1. The horizontal and vertical
projections show the accumulated number of black
points. From the intersections, we can obtain
64("8]8) sub-regions, in most of which different
handwriting of certain characters has similar strokes.
After segmenting the character images, we extract
CCFs from each horizontal strip and vertical strip.
Four uniform scan lines are defined in each strip,
and the number of strokes, CC , intersecting each
k
scan line k is counted. The feature f in strip i is the
i
sum of the four numbers of intersected strokes. The
dimension of this crossing-count feature is equal to 16
("8#8). Formally, horizontal CCFs and vertical
CCFs, denoted as f , f , 2 , f and f , f , 2 , f , are
1 2
8
9 10
16
defined as
4
f " + CC , i"1, 2, 2 , 16.
i
ik
k/1
An example of extraction of cross count features
(CCFs) is shown in Fig. 2.
The contour-direction feature (CDF) represents the
number of contour points in four main directions:
horizontal, vertical, diagonal and inverse diagonal.
A 3]3 window defined over each black pixel, as
shown in Fig. 3, represents feature patterns. There are
256 ("28) possible feature patterns, FP , FP ,
1
2
2 , FP256 . The direction feature value of each possible pattern can be precomputed and stored in an
index table. Since the widths of strokes in handwritings differ greatly, only feature patterns located
on the boundaries of strokes are considered. That is,
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Fig. 1. Results of non-uniform segmentation of handwritten characters.

Fig. 2. Extraction of crossing-count features.

feature patterns are worthy noting if the middle
black-pixels in Fig. 3 are contour-pixels of character
images.
Let a(x, y) represent the stroke-direction angle at
the black pixel (x, y) with respect to the x-axis. We
define a(x, y)"tan~1(G /G ), where G and G are
x y
x
y
derivatives on the x-axis and the y-axis, respectively.
Based on the Sobel operator,(16) the derivatives are
defined as
G "(z #2z #z )!(z #2z #z )
x
6
7
8
1
2
3

Fig. 3. Labels of a black pixel’s neighbors.

and
G "(z #2z #z )!(z #2z #z ).
y
3
5
8
1
4
6
The ranges of stroke angles are from 0 to 180°.
Since Chinese characters usually consist of horizontal
strokes, vertical strokes, diagonal strokes and inverse
diagonal strokes, the angle ranges are partitioned
equally into four groups, G , G , G , and G , as
1 2
3
4
shown in Fig. 4. The 256 feature patterns define over
the middle black-pixel (x, y) can be classified into four
categories, FªP and FªP , FªP , and FªP , according to
1
2
3
4
the angle a(x, y). For each sub-region j, a denotes
i, j

Fig. 4. Four angle groups.
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the accumulation of feature patterns located in FªP .
i
We calculate a as follows:
i,j
For each sub-region j M
For each feature pattern FP appears on the
stroke boundary M
classify FP into the category FªP according to
i
the stroke angle;
increase a ; N
i,j
N
where, 14i44 and 14j48]8.
Let H and ¼ denote the height and width of the
character image, respectively. The perimeter of the
character image is 2](H#¼). Because handwriting
differs greatly in size, we normalize feature values by
dividing them by the perimeter. The feature value is
thus defined as a /(H#¼). Since there are four
i,j
features in each sub-region, contour-direction features
occur in a 8]8]4"256-dimensional space.

3. CHARACTER RECOGNITION AND ITS SPEEDING UP

A Chinese character recognition system may take
a long time to process feature vectors with high
dimensionality, and handle large databases (over 5401
characters). This paper presents two new methods
that reduce the number of candidate reference characters and the feature vector dimensionality quickly in
two stages. The character recognition system, as

shown in Fig. 5, contains two modules: candidatecluster selection and modified branch-and-bound detail-matching. A candidate-cluster selection module
first reduces the size of the candidate set from 5401 to
a few hundreds by using simple statistical features.
The reduced candidate set is then sent to the detailmatching module, in which we can prune incorrect
candidate characters quickly by using parts of feature
values dynamically.

3.1. Candidate-cluster selection module
Two approaches, clustering and candidate selection, for speeding-up character recognition have been
proposed in the literature. The clustering approach
divides sample characters into several clusters according to predefined features. The elements in the clusters
may be exclusively disjoint or overlapping. After feature extraction, an input character is assigned into
a specific cluster. Characters in this cluster were sent
to the detail-matching module to find the correct
result. The computation cost of a clustering module
depends on the number of clusters. Thus, it is important to reduce the number of clusters for 5401 candidate Chinese characters. The candidate selection
approach matches all characters to prune those characters having large matching distances. The size of the
candidate set is reduced and the remaining candidates
were then sent to the detail-matching module. Figure
6 shows the structure of a candidate selection module.

Fig. 5. Flow diagram of the character recognition system.
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f Euclidean distance:
256
d(x, u )" + Dx !u D2;
j
i
ji
i/1
f Cross correlation distance:
Fig. 6. Strucutre of a candidate reducing module.

Our candidate-cluster selection module divides
5401 Chinese characters into N clusters by the nearest-mean reclassification algorithm(17) in the training
phase. About 5401/N characters were initially assigned to each cluster and the nearest-mean reclassification algorithm is used to adjust memberships and
recompute the mean vectors of all clusters. We terminated the training phase when no character moved
from one cluster to another.
During the recognition phase, the CCF feature vectors of input characters were compared with the mean
vectors of N reference clusters to select candidate
clusters. Since the hit rate, the probability of the
correct character falls into the correct candidate cluster, affects detail-matching significantly, we selected
the top n clusters with smaller distances to increase
this probability. The unions of characters in these
n clusters are taken as selected candidate characters.
By adopting the candidate-cluster selection module,
each input character need only be compared with
N cluster centers instead of 5401 characters. Let
N denote the number of selected candidate characcand
ters in the candidate-cluster module. The computation cost of the character recognition system without
the
candidate-cluster
selection
module
is
5401]Dim
, where Dim
denotes the
CCF`CDF
CCF`CDF
total CCF and CDF feature dimensions. The computation cost of the character recognition system with
candidate-cluster
selection
module
becomes
N]Dim #N ]Dim , where Dim
and
CCF
cand
CDF
CCF
Dim
denote the CCF and CDF feature dimension,
CDF
.
respectively. In our system, Dim " 1 Dim
CDF`CDF
CCF 17
We need to select proper N and N
that can keep
cand
a high recognition rate and obtain a high speed-up
ratio. These value are determined according to experimental results.

Sx, u T
j ;
d(x, u )"
j
ExE ) Eu E
j
f Modified Mahalanobis distance:

256 (x !u )2
ji ;
d(x, u )" + i
j
p2
i
i/1
f L—Y distance:(18)

C

D

256 (x !u )2
i
ji #log(p2 ) .
d(x, u )" +
i
j
p2
i
i/1
The recognition results are shown in Table 1.
According to our experimental results, the method
based on L—Y distance gives the best recognition
results, either in top 1 or in top 10, while the method
based on the minimum distance gives the worst
results.
In the modified Mahalanobis distance, the Euclidean distance (x , u )2 is refined according to
i
ji
the variance p2 . The more variance p2 is, the
i
i
smaller the distance (x !u )2 will be. In the L—Y
i
ji
distance, the value of log(p2) is combined
i
with the modified Mahalanobis distance. Since
handwritten characters have a wide variety of
writing styles among different writers, the variance
p2 jis not very steady. The modified Mahai
lanobis distance and the L—Y distance are both
affected by the value of p2. We replace the variance
i
p2 by the standard deviation p in the L—Y distance
i
i
and evaluated the modified distance measure as
follows:

C

D

256 (x !u )2
i
ji #c]log(p ) ,
M—distance: d(x, u )" +
i
j
p
i
i/1
where c is a constant which will be set from experimental results. The recognition results using M— distance are shown as Table 2.

3.2. Metrics of distance
Let x"(x , x , 2 , x ) be the feature vector of an
256
1 2
input pattern, u "(u , u , 2 , u
) be the mean
j
j1 j2
j256
vector of the reference character j, and p"(p , p , 2 ,
1 2
p ) be the standard deviation along each feature.
256
We evaluate the following five distances d(x, u ) for
j
the 256-dimensional CDF between the input character and each of the 5401 handwritten Chinese characters.
f Minimum distance:
256
d(x, u )" + Dx !u D;
j
i
ji
i/1

Table 1. Recognition results for 5401 handwritten Chinese
characters by using five distance
Matching method

Minimum distance
Euclidean distance
Cross-correlation
Modified Mahalanobis
distance
L-Y distance

Recognition rate
Top 1

Top 3

Top 10

79.72%
81.46%
81.13%

91.07%
91.92%
91.67%

96.11%
96.61%
96.22%

83.70%
86.44%

92.46%
94.11%

96.04%
97.00%
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Table 2. Recognition results for 5401 handwritten Chinese
characters by using M — distance
Matching method

M — distance

Recognition rate
Top 1

Top 3

Top 10

88.55%

96.39%

98.61%

3.3. Modified branch-and-bound detail-matching
module
The candidate-cluster selection module reduces the
candidate size significantly and keeps the hit-rate
high. The detail-matching module uses a more complex statistical features to compare input character
images with each character remaining in the candidate set. Since those statistical features have high
dimensionality, considerable computation cost will be
incurred calculating the distances between patterns.
In our detail-matching module, we use the CDF
whose feature dimensions are 256 to match input
patterns with candidate characters. The distance between the input character X and the kth candidate
character Z is defined as
k

C

D

256 (x !u )2
i
ki #c]log(p ) ,
d256(X, Z )" +
k
ki
p
ki
i/1
where k and p are the mean and the standard
ki
ki
deviation of the ith feature in the kth reference character, c is a constant and set from experimental results.
We compare the feature vectors of input characters
with those N
selected candidate characters.
cand
We can also consider the detail-matching module
as a means for minimizing a distance function. We can
build a tree to represent the search problem; the
number of terminal nodes is equal to the number of
characters in the candidate set. The non-terminal
node (i, j) in the tree denotes the jth feature of the ith
candidate character and the only child of node (i, j) is
node (i, j#1). Figure 7 shows the tree structure of the
detail-matching module; it has a total of N
paths.
cand
We will traverse N
paths from root to terminal
cand
nodes to obtain N distances and select the characcand
ter with the minimum distance as the output.
In order to reduce the computation time required
for traversing, a branch-and-bound method is proposed in this paper. Suppose that the minimum distance after traversing the first m paths is Min .
Dist
When the accumulated distance in the (m#1)th path
is greater than Min , which is considered an upper
Dist
bound, we can terminate the traversal for this reference character model. To make the branch-andbound algorithm efficient, we need a good upper
bound. If we can also find a good traversal order,
we can find good solutions more quickly. Below, we
present an algorithm that removes incorrect candidate characters quickly and thus reduces the detailmatching time.

Fig. 7. Tree structure of the detail-matching module.

Let Z be the mean vector of the mth category. For
m
the ith feature of 5401 character, we compute the total
mean k and the total variance p2 as follows:
©
i
i
1 5401
k"
+ Z
mi
i 5401
i/1
5401
p2" + Z !k ) (Z !k )T
mi
i mi
i
i
i/1
where i"1, 2, 2 , n.
In other words, the standard deviation p represents
i
the stability of the ith feature among the 5401 characters. Or say, the magnitude of p represents the degree
i
of difficulty involved in distinguishing a certain character from all the others. We rearrange the features in
the descending order of standard deviations Mp N, i.e.
i
p 5p 525p , and Ms , s , 2 , s N is a permuta1 2
n
sÇ
sÈ
sn
tion of the sequence M1, 2, 2 , nN. According to this
rearrangement, the more significant features that can
distinguish among the 5401 characters more easily are
placed ahead of the less significant ones. This rearrangement of features can prune incorrect characters more quickly when using the branch-and-bound
technique.
In the detail-matching process, we first rearrange
the features in the feature vectors of input character
images according to the sequence Ms , s , 2 , s N in the
1 2
n
reference character set and obtain new feature vectors
X. In order to reduce the frequency of comparison
between the accumulated distance and the upper
bound, we check accumulated distances per K features using our branch-and-bound method. We calculate the distance dP(X, Z ) from the first P features of
m
the input feature vector X and the mth reference
feature vector Z , where m"1, 2, 2 , 5401, and then
m
sort the 5401 distances in the ascending order. Let Z
l
be the feature vector of the first character, which has
a minimum distance of dP(X, Z ). We then compute
l
the distance dn(X, Z ) from all n features. The distance
l
dn(X, Z ) is considered the upper bound in the
l
branch-and-bound method, and is denoted as D .
cm
We next calculate all distances dn(X, Z ), where
m
m"1, 2, 2 , l!1, l#1, 2 , 5401, for the remaining
features of all categories except the lth category. In
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each calculation of dn(X, Z ), we check the accumum
lative distance dP`tK(X, Z ) for every K features,
m
where and t3N and P#tK4n. If the accumulative
distance dP`tK(X, Z ) exceeds the upper bound D
cm
m
for a certain t, the mth candidate category is removed
from the candidate character set. Otherwise, the upper
bound D is replaced by D "min(D , dn(X, Z )).
cm
cm
cm
m
The modified branch-and-bound algorithm adopted
in our system is summarized as follows:

ALGORITHM: MODIFIED BRANCH-AND-BOUND FOR
DETAILED MATCHING

Notation
m
the
n
the
Z
the
m
p
the
m

number of Chinese character candidates.
feature vector dimensions.
mean feature vector of candidate m.
standard deviation vector of candidate m.

¹raining phase
1. Calculate total variances of n features among all
mean feature vectors, Z , Z , 2 , Z
, of 5401
5401
1 2
reference characters and then arrange the n variances in descending order. Let Ms , s , 2 , s N be the
1 2
n
permutation of the sequence M1, 2, 2 , nN
2. Rearrange the features of those 5401 feature vectors according to the sequence Ms , s , 2 , s N.
1 2
n
Recognition phase
1. Compute the feature vector X represented by (X ,
1
X , 2 , X ), of an input character image and rear2
n
range the features according to the sequence Ms ,
1
s , 2 , s N.
2
n
2. Compute the distance dn(X, Z ) from the first
m
P features of the input feature vector and feature
vectors of all reference categories, where

C
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(b) For every K features, M
If dn(X, Z )'D ,
cm
m
goto next category;
else calculate
dn(X, Z )"dn(X, Z )
m
m
i`K EX !Z E2
mj #c]log(p ) ;
j
# +
mj
p
mj
j/i`1
i"i#K;

C

D

N.
(c) If all features have been calculated and dn(X, Z )
m
(D , set D to dn(X, Z )
cm
cm
m
N.
4. AUTOMATIC DOCUMENT READING SYSTEM

This section introduces a useful application of
Chinese character recognition. We implement an automatic document-reading system to recognize
printed Chinese documents and translate the recognition results into speech output. In this system, characters and punctuation marks are first extracted from
document images and sorted according to their positions and the document orientation. The recognition
process for printed characters is the same as that for
handwritten characters except that the reference models are trained from samples of printed Chinese characters. The text-to-speech technique developed by
Hwang(10) is integrated with our document analysis
and character recognition system. The flow diagram
of the automatic document-reading system is shown
in Fig. 8, which consists of three main modules: character extraction, character recognition, and textto-speech conversion.

D

P EX !Z E2
mj #c]log(p ) ,
j
dP(X, Z )" +
mj
m
p
mj
j/1
14m45401,
and then arrange the distances in descending order.
3. Compute the distances of n features for the lth
candidate whose feature vector is Z and the minl
imum partial distance is dP(X, Z ). Designate this
l
distance as D , which is defined as
cm
D "dP(X, Z )
cm
l

C

D

n
EX !Z E2
lj #c]log(p ) .
j
# +
lj
p
lj
j/P`1
4. For all categories except the lth category M
(a) Compute the distance dn(X, Z ) using
m
dn(X, Z )"dP(X, Z )
m
m

C

D

P`1`K EX !Z E2
mj #c]log(p ) ;
j
# +
mj
p
mj
j/P`1

Fig. 8. Diagram of the automatic document-reading system.
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Fig. 9. Flowchart for character extraction.

4.1. Character extraction
In an OCR system, the performance of character
extraction from a documant affects the character recognition results significantly. Projection is widely
used for extracting printed characters.(19,20) But
a skew document makes the projection method unsuitable for character extraction. In our system, we
identify characters by finding connected components
and then merging small broken components according to the distances between their centers. The flowchart for character extraction is shown in Fig. 9.
There have been many studies on skew detection of
documents or text-blocks. These methods are based
on the Hough transform, projection and Fourier
transform. In this paper, we assumed that all test
documents were deskewed.

There are some algorithms to extract connected
components from an image. We use a method that
saves computation time and memory space.(21) This
method scans the document image from left to right
and marks connected black pixels as components. We
then check the previous scan line to detect overlapping projections on the x-axis for each pair of components and merge any overlapping components into
new components. From this procedure, we obtain all
the connected components represented as four corner
points. Since these connected components may be
parts of characters, we then need to merge some
components.
We calculate the average area AA of all connected
components. The components whose areas are
smaller than 1 AA are regarded as noise and deleted.
25
The average height AH and the average width A¼
are then computed from those components whose
areas are larger than 1 AA. The conditions for merging
3
two components C and C are as follows:
1
2
Condition 1. One component encloses the other
(C LC or C LC ).
1
2
2
1
Condition 2. Two components overlap (C WC O/).
1 2
Condition 3. The distance between the two centers
of C and C is less than 3 AH.
4
1
2
These three conditions, as shown in Fig. 10, are
checked repeatedly to obtain Chinese character components and punctuation marks.
In order to understand the context, we need to
arrange extracted characters before they are sent to
the character recognition system. In Fig. 11, we show
the symbols used to determine the document orientation and character order. We define the distances
between a certain extracted character C and its neari
est neighboring components in the horizontal direction as the horizontal character space (HCS ) and
i
define the distances in the vertical direction as the
vertical character space (»CS ). The distances »CS
i
and HCS are the average vertical and horizontal
character spaces defined as »CS"(1/n) + n »CS
i
i/1
and HCS"(1/n) + n , HCS , where n denotes the
i
i/1
number of characters in the document. After we obtain HCS and »CS for all components, the document
orientation is determined to be vertical if the average
»CS is smaller than the average HCS; otherwise the
orientation is horizontal. If the document orientation
is vertical, max—RB denotes the right boundary of the
character C at the maximum x-coordinate of the
r

Fig. 10. Three conditions for merging two components C and C . (a) C LC ; (b) C WC O/; (c)
1
2
2
1
1
2
dist(3 AH.
4
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Fig. 12. Several test characters in the CCL/HCCR database.

Fig. 11. Terms used to determine document orientation and
character order.

document. For each character C with the right
j
boundary RB , C is marked and classified into the
j j
same vertical text line as the character C if
r
max—RB!RB (A¼/2. According to the vertical
j
positions of characters we can determine the character
order in the same vertical text line. Repeating the
same process, characters in other text lines can be
found. If the orientation of a document is horizontal,
we perform a similar process.
4.2. Text-to-speech technique
To process general documents such as newspapers,
magazines, and forms, the OCR engine has to combine with a document analysis system. The latter is
not the main concern of this paper. We just want to
show how the OCR engine can be used in the real
world. The application system that combines the
OCR engine with a text-to-speech system, which will
be very helpful for the blinds, is a possible useful
application we can develop. It can be omitted from
this paper, but it will contribute to the real world.
Since our OCR engine is especially used to recognize
Chinese characters, the Mandarin text-to-speech system developed by Hwang(10) is employed in our system. The details of the text-to-speech system are given
in reference(10) and are beyond the scope of this paper.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our experiments with handwritten characters were
performed on 5401 Chinese characters selected from

the database CCL/HCCR. This database contains
5401 handwritten Chinese characters with 200 variants per character. Figure 12 shows some characters
from this database. We selected 100 variants in evennumbered ranks to train reference character-models
and tested all characters in odd-numbered ranks
(100]5401 characters).
The candidate-cluster selection module selected
the nearest n clusters for each input character
from the N clusters defined over 5401 character
categories. To keep a high hit rate and reduce the
number of candidate characters, the relationship between N and n has to be concerned. The number of
candidate characters would be reduced by increasing
N and decreasing n, but the high hit rate must be
kept by increasing n and decreasing N. Since N and
n were correlative, we intended to find an optimal
n/N to gain a good speed-up ratio. In our experiments, when the hit rate was taken as 99.5%, the value
of n/N was about 0.25 when N was 300 and about 0.4
when N was 30. However, the value of n/N must be
larger than 0.2 when N was larger than 300. Figure 13
shows the hit rate in the candidate-cluster selection
module.
Figure 14 shows the speed-up ratios in the candidate-cluster selection module when the character recognition rate was above 90%. When N was 300 and
n/N was about 0.2, the speed-up ratio exceeded 3.9.
When N was 100, the speed-up ratio was only 3.24, in
which n/N was 0.26. We found that when N became
larger, the speed-up ratio also became higher. However, when N was larger than 300 and n/N was 0.2, the
larger number of clusters N would increase the cluster
matching time and reduce the speed-up ratio. To keep
a high hit rate and obtain a high speed-up ratio, the
value N was set at 300 and n/N was set at 0.2 in our
candidate-cluster selection module.
Table 3 shows the recognition results of our OCR
system for handwritten Chinese characters. The average recognition accuracy is 91.83%. In this paper, the
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Fig. 13. Hit-rates in the candidate-cluster selection module with respect to the different values of n/N.

Fig. 14. Relationships between n/N and speedup ratio.
Table 3. Recognition results for handwritten Chinese characters
Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank

001—019
021—039
041—059
061—079
081—099
101—119
121—139
141—159
161—179
181—199

(95.41,
(94.81,
(94.19,
(93.44,
(92.83,
(92.12,
(91.32,
(90.43,
(89.37,
(88.21,

95.54,
94.74,
94.13,
93.39,
92.77,
92.05,
91.24,
90.33,
89.27,
88.09,

95.16,
94.74,
94.07,
93.34,
92.71,
91.96,
91.15,
90.23,
89.16,
87.95,

nominator of the speed-up ratio was the system without employing candidate-cluster selection and
branch-and-bound. The speed-up ratio in candidateclustering selection module was 3.92 when the top 60
clusters were selected from 300 pre-trained clusters.

94.42,
94.75,
93.98,
93.28,
92.63,
91.88,
91.07,
90.12,
89.05,
87.83,

94.96,
94.67,
93.90,
93.22,
92.55,
91.81,
90.99,
90.02,
88.93,
87.70,

95.15,
94.58,
93.81,
93.16,
92.49,
91.75,
90.88,
89.92,
88.83,
87.56,

95.00,
94.52,
93.75,
93.09,
92.41,
91.65,
90.77,
89.81,
88.71,
87.40,

94.88,
94.43,
93.70,
93.01,
92.33,
91.57,
90.69,
89.70,
88.58,
87.26,

94.91,
94.31,
93.59,
92.95,
92.26,
91.50,
90.61,
89.60,
88.46,
87.11,

94.87)
94.25)
93.52)
92.88)
92.18)
91.42)
90.52)
89.49)
88.33)
87.02)

The speed-up ratio with the modified branch-andbound detail-matching module was 2.02 corresponding to the system with the candidate-cluster selection
module. The total speed-up ratio can be 3.92]2.02 on
comparing with the nominator.
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Fig. 15. Windows—based automatic document reading system.

Table 4. Experimental results for printed Chinese characters
Typeface
Recognition rate

Song

Li

Kai

Round

Ming

Black

Total

97.50%

93.75%

98.33%

95.83%

98.75%

97.33%

96.86%

The CPU processing time of our system is about
0.6 s per character on a Pentium 100 PC, which is not
competent with commercial products. In this paper,
we do not optimize codes and adjust parameters for
reducing processing time. We point out the performance that a system, as a black box, integrating with
our speeding-up modules can achieve.
The automatic document reading system is a Windows-based application implemented in C language
on a Pentium 100 PC with a 16-bit Sound Blaster
card. The tested document images were obtained using a Umax Vista S-8 color scanner at 300 dpi. Table 4
shows the recognition rates for our proposed recognition system on six typefaces tested using 5401 printed
Chinese characters per typeface. The average recognition rate for the six typefaces was 96.86%.
The text-to-speech system was from Huang.(10)
There is a speech database that contains 655 sentential and paragraphic utterances pronounced by a male
speaker. Our document reading system extracted

Chinese characters and punctuation marks from the
document, recognized them, and sent the text strings
between pairs of punctuation marks to the text-tospeech system. In order to evaluate the performance
of our automatic document reader system, we selected
the famous empire novel ‘‘story of two swords, ½i-¹ian
and ¹u-¸ong’’ written by Chin Yung as the input
document. Figure 15 displays the result of the Windows—based automatic document reading system.
A subjective listening test conducted by graduate students in computer science confirmed that the synthetic speech sounded very fluent and natural.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The main contribution of this paper
pose methods for speeding up the OCR
two modules: candidate-cluster selection
fied branch-and-bound detail-matching.

is to proengine via
and modiOther less
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important contributions include that we propose to
integrate several document analysis techniques and
a text-to-speech synthesis system in a Windows-based
document-reading system.
A robust character recognition system for handwritten Chinese characters has been proposed in this
paper. It first segmented character images non-uniformly into 8]8 sub-regions, and crossing-count features (CCF) and contour-direction features (CDF) are
then extracted from each sub-region. The recognition
system consists of two stages. The CCF is first used to
determine the possible candidate clusters in the candidate-cluster selection module. Next, CCF and CDF
are combined to match input character images with
candidates in selected clusters in the detail-matching
module, which uses a modified branch-and-bound
algorithm to speed-up recognition and maintain a
high recognition accuracy.
An automatic reading system for printed Chinese
documents has been successfully implemented. A pure
text document is first scanned, and then the characters
are extracted by finding connected components.
These extracted characters are arranged according to
character positions and document orientation, which
is determined from the average character spacing.
After character recognition, recognized text strings
are sent to the Mandarin text-to-speech system. Experimental results show high character recognition
rates, low recognition times, and fluent speech output.
We have shown an application system that combines
an OCR engine with a text-to-speech module, which
will be very helpful for the blind.
In the current system, the nearest-mean reclassification algorithm is not guaranteed to converge; it may
be trapped in local minima and may fail to find the
global minimum. Modification of this algorithm to
obtain better performance is left for further study. The
analysis of confusion characters to improve the character recognition accuracy is also left for further
study. Document layout analysis, typeface identification, and character-set expansion are all directions for
future research in automatic document-reading systems.
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